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1. INTRODUCTION 
In two earlier papers Cl], we studied the hierarchy of generalized density 
operators ZP(Y), (p = 1,2 ,..., n), associated with an n-particle wave func- 
tion Y and we gave a systematic presentation of their theory in the frame of 
linear operators in Hilbert spaces, Here we wish to give a similar treatment 
of the hierarchy of transition density operators D’(Y, @), (p = 1,2,..., n), 
associated with an ordered pair of n-particle wave functions Y, @. These 
operators have received relatively little attention since their introduction 
by Lijwdin in 1955 [2] in spite of their interest both for the study of the 
evolution of a system of n-particles and for the characterization of p - q 
partitioning of such systems [l], (p + q = n). The advantages of an operator 
theoretic approach will be even more apparent here than in I, in particular 
the simplicity and elegance that result from the use of Schatten’s cross 
operator [3] and a few basic properties of C.C. operators of the Schmidt and 
the trace class [3, 41. 
2. THE TRANSITION DENSITY OPERATORS (t.d.0.) 
Let Xc,,, be the state space and let Y(x, r), @(x, r) be any two elements 
ofnorm 1 in#t,j.* 
Considering for fixed (x, x’), Y(x, y) and @((XI, y) as elements in Xcp) , 
the integral 
WK @ I % x’) = I Y(x, r> @6(x’, Y) 4Y (1) 
defines a kernel on the direct product space &c,, x &,,, and therefore an 
* The notation used here is the same as the one adopted in I and II. 
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integral operator DP(Y, 0) of domain and range in Xi,) . Since this kernel 
is bounded, the following definition is justified: 
DEFINITION 1. The pth order transition density operator DP(Y, @), 
(p = 1, 2,..., n), associated with the ordered pair of wave functions Y, CD of 
SC,,, is the linear bounded operator defined everywhere in Htp) by the kernel 
Dp(Y, @ 1 x, x’), i.e., 
Dp(Y, 0) f(x) = j- DP(Y, @ I x, x’) f  (x’) dx’ 
= 
ss W-G Y) @x’, r)f (x’) dx’ dy 
(p = 1, 2 ,*.., n). (2) 
It is often important to consider, in conjunction with DP(Y, @), the qth 
order transition density operator Dq(Y, 0) where Q = n -p; it is defined 
in the same way as Dp by the kernel 
D*(Y 0 I Y, Y’) = j W, Y) 6(x, Y’) dx, (1’) 
i.e., 
DV’, @) g(y) = j- D”V’, 0 I Y, Y’) g(f) dy’ 
= II WG Y) 6(x, y’) &‘) dx dy’ 
(q = n -p;p = 1,2 ,..., n - 1). (2’) 
Obviously Dq(Y, ~0’) is also a linear, bounded operator, defined everywhere 
on 4d - 
In the sequel, we shall always assume that Y and @ are two distinct elements 
of .#tn, of norm 1 (not equal to each other almost everywhere); it follows 
then that the kernels Dp(Y, @ 1 x, x’) are not hermitian, but rather satisfy 
the relation 
Dp(Y, @ ( x, x’) = DP(@, Y 1 x’, x) 
and similarly for D*(Y, @ 1 y, y’). 
(3) 
We shall not discuss here the physical interpretation of the hierarchy of 
transition density operators [see Ref. 21, but proceed directly to establish 
their essential properties by utilizing the theory of C.C. operators along the 
lines of I and II. 
Let T,*(Y), T,p(Y), (resp. T,@(a), T*P(@)) be the mappings [l], between 
the p- and q-particle state spaces .#‘(,j and %&, , induced by the wave func- 
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tion Y (resp. @); we have then the following important decomposition theo- 
rem. 
THEOREM 1. The pth and 9th order transition density operators DJ(Y, @) 
and DQ(Y, @), (p = I, 2 ,..., n - 1, p + q = n), admit the product decompo- 
sitions : 
Dp(Y, @) = TQp(Y) Tpq(@) = TQp(Y) (TQp(@))* (4) 
DQ(Y, Sp) = T,Q(Y) pQb”(@) = T,Q(Y) (T,Q(@))*. (4’) 
The proof is the same as the one of (I-Theorem 11). 1 
This theorem which can serve as an alternate definition of the DP(Y, @)‘s, 
is an essential step in obtaining very directly the main properties, structure 
and representation, of the t.d.o.‘s. Their basic operator property is given by: 
THEOREM 2. The pth and qth order transition density operators Dp(Y, @) 
and DQ(Y, @) (p = 1,2 ,... , n - 1; p + q = n) belong to the trace class (TC); 
in particular, they are therefore C.C. operators. Their operator norm is less 
or equal to 1. 
II Dp(K @) II < 1. (5) 
PROOF. They belong to the trace class because they are the products 
of two operators of the Schmidt class (I-Corollary 2 of Theorem 6), and 
they are C.C. since every operator of the trace class is also C.C. 1 
THEOREM 2’. The nth-order transition density operator D”(Y, @) has the 
polar representation 
D”(Y, @) = Y @ @ (6) 
Therefore, it belongs to the trace class and so is C.C. Its operator norm is given by 
II WC @) II = II y  II II @ II = 1 (5’) 
and furthermore, one has1 
t(D”(Y @>I = W, @‘> and T(D”(K 0)) = II y  II II @ II = 1. (7) 
PROOF. (6) and (5’) are obvious from the definition of Dn(Y, @) and of a 
cross operator [Ref. 3, p. 7, Lemma I]. The other statements follow then 
directly [see Ref. 3, p. 41, Lemma 91. m 
1 We denote the trace of an operator A by t(A) and define T(A) by 
T(A) = t([A]) = t([A*A]‘l”). 
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In particular, we should note that if Y and @ are orthogonal, then 
t(D”(Y, CD)) = 0 (while T(D”(Y, CJ)) is still = 1); of course, since this t.d.o. 
is not a positive operator, zero trace does not imply that the operator is null 
or that its proper values (if they exist) or individual associated matrix elements 
are null. 
Physically, D”(Y, @) maps any wave function x on the ray Y with the 
weight (x, @); but it is not a projector since by assumption Y and CD are 
linearly independent. If we iterate it, we see easily that 
[D”(Y, CD)]’ = [(Y, q-1 Y @J 45 r = 1, 2,... (6’) 
Hence, all powers of D”(Y, @), from r = 2 on, are null if the two elements Y, 
@ are orthogonal, and we have the corollary: 
COROLLARY. The nth order transition density operator Dn(Y, Sp) associated 
with two orthogonal wave functions is a nilpotent operator of the trace class 
having zero trace. 
This corollary should be compared with Theorem 14, I, where D”(Y) 
is shown to be idempotent and will be of use later in the representability prob- 
lem for the t.d.o.‘s. 
Finally, we see easily using (4) and (6) that 
(Dp(Y, @))* = DP(@, Y) p = 1,2 ,..., n. 
Since the kernels (1) are not hermitian, the t.d.o.‘s cannot be symmetric 
operators. Therefore, although these operators are c.c., and so necessarily 
admit at least one proper invariant subspace (von Neumann), we cannot 
make any general statement on the existence of proper values for them. 
But, of course, like any C.C. operator, they possess both a polar decomposition 
and a polar representation (essentially unique). It may not be superfluous 
here to remind the reader to distinguish between a polar representation and 
a spectral resolution. The next lemmas are direct consequences of the C.C. 
of the t.d.o.‘s and the two preceding theorems. 
LEMMA 1. The transition density operators DP(Y, @) and Dq(Y, @) admit 
the (unique) polar representations:2 
D”(Y, @) = 1 pLp(Y, @) (I,+’ @I c#‘) (8) 
D’(Y, @) = c pLp(Y, @) ($1”’ @ q!“‘) (8’) 
B The notation &‘(Y, @), (resp. r**(!P, a) means that the pip are functions of the 
ordered pair !?‘, @. 
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The pip’s (resp. Q’S) are the nonzero, positive proper values of the positive 
operator [Dp(Y, @)I = [D’*(Y, CD) P(Y, @)11/Z (resp. of [Dq(Y, @)I); they 
are at most of finite multiplicity and form a sequence converging to zero 
if infinite. The qjP)‘s (resp. CJJ~*)‘s), are the associated proper functions of 
[P(Y, a)], (resp. [D(Y, @)I); they form an o.n. set in S&j (resp. St*)) 
which is complete iff 0 is not a proper value of [P(Y, @)I (resp. [D(Y, @)I). 
The @r’s and the $j”)‘s form o.n. sets in XcP) and SC,, and they are given by 
D”(Y, 0) (pp = pT(Y, CD) Ip and DP(Y, @) Ipi = piQ(Y, @) I@. 
(9) 
PROOF. By direct application of (I-Theorem 4) since the operators 
DV, 9, DV> @> are C.C. (Theorem 2). 1 
LEMMA 2. The kernels Dp(Y, @ / x, x’), D*(Y, @ / y, y’) admit the repre- 
sentations 
D’(Y, @ 1 x, x’) = c p;(Y, @) S,@‘(X) +“(x’) (10) 
t 
WY, @ I Y, Y’) = c ~:(‘u, @I @)(Y) +‘(Y’) (10’) 
I 
where the ~i”s, @‘J’S, etc., are the same as those de$ned in Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 3. Theproper waZues&‘(Y, @), rig(Y, @) of[DP(Y, @)I, [Dq(Y, @)I 
satisfy the inequalities 
^_- 
Q(Y, @) < min (pip(Y), @(CD)) = min (d/h+“(Y), dQ(CD)) < 1 (11) 
/Li”(Y* 0) < min (pig(Y), @(@)) = min (l/h+“(Y), V‘&@j) < 1 (11’) 
as well as the inequalities: 
-- 
P:+j+lw @P) G 2/n:+:,(y) ++1w (12) 
cc:++i+,w @I G ~q+,,w qJ@ (12’) 
where the Ai’ = (pip)2 = Ai’ are the nonzero proper values of the 9th order 
density operators associated with Y and @ (see I). 
PROOF. The inequalities (12) are due to Ky Fan [Ref. 6, p. 764, Theo- 
rem 21 and are a direct application of the minimax theorem for C.C. symmetric 
operators. The inequalities (11) can be obtained from (12) by taking succes- 
sively j = 0 (i = 0) and using the known inequalities (see I) 
A19 < 1 and hence also dip< 1. 
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(11) can also be obtained directly from a result of Schatten [Ref. 3, p. 22, 
Lemma 81, which is a weaker form of the Ky Fan theorem. 
3. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF t.d.o.‘s 
Since the t.d.o.‘s belong to the trace class, the existence of a$nite but in 
general complex trace is guaranteed. It is well known that both the Schmidt 
class and the trace class can be turned into Hilbert spaces if we introduce 
the following inner product: A and B are any two operators in the (UC), 
{vi} is any c.o.n. basis in X’; then 
is well defined, independent of the basis chosen, and possesses all properties 
of an inner product [see Ref. 3,4], the associated norm is the Schmidt norm: 
a(A) = 11 A IjO = (A, A)“’ = [&Q]“‘, 
E 
where the pi’s are the proper values of [A]. 
Every operator of the trace class also belongs to the Schmidt class and can 
always be written as the product of two operators of this class. In particular, 
if we have 
A = C*B A E (TC); B, C E (UC) 
then, since by definition 
t(A) = C (ATi 9 qj) 
j 
we have also 
t(A) = (8 C) (15) 
The trace class can also be shown to be a complete normed linear space 
(Banach space) with respect to the trace norm defined by [see Refs. 3,4]: 
44) = II A IL = WI) = c pi 
t 
and we have the two important inequalities 
I W) I < 44 (16) 
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and 
I vwl) I d Ii x 1; 49 (17) 
In the particular case of the t.d.o., we have then in view of the product 
decomposition Theorem I : 
LEMMA 4. 
(9 V(Y: @)) = (T,qq, T*V)) 
qD”(y, @)I = (T,*(y), T,‘I(@)) 
(ii) I W”(Y @)I I < WyK @)> < 1 
I 4D”(K @)) I < QqY @‘)) < 1 
PROOF. From (4), 
(18) 
W3’) 
(19) 
(19’) 
DyP, @) = TqP(Y) (T&q)*. 
Since T,p(Y) and T,*(Q) are in (0~) then their adjoints are also in (UC). Hence 
Similarly for D(Y, @). The proof of (“) . n is g iven in Ref. 3, p. 40; the upper 
bound 1 follows from the lemma given in the appendix. 
We shall establish now some further relations between P(Y, @) and the 
generalized density operators D P, Dq associated with the wave functions Y 
and @ (see I). Considering first the nth order operators, we have from the 
definitions of D" and the cross operator 
D"(Y)D"(@)=(Y@p)(@ @di)=(@,Y)(Y@@ 
and thus 
D"(Y)D"(@) =(@,Y)D"(Y,@). (20) 
(If Y and Sp are orthogonal, the two projectors D"(Y), D"(Q) are orthogonal 
to each other.)3 We should also note the following, easily proved relations 
(recall that D"(v), resp. D"(4), is idempotent) 
[D"(Y,@)] =0"(d)) and [D"(@, Y)] = D"(Y). (21) 
Let us consider now the pth and qth order t.d.o.‘s Dp(Y, @) and Dq(Y, @), 
p+q=n,l,<p<n. 
8 See also S. Berberian, Theorem 2, p. 152 (cited in Ref. 1, Part I). 
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We recall that if Y is any element in%(,) , we have for the associated C.C. 
mappings TB*, Tqp (see I-Theorems 8 and 13) 
T,“(Y) = C m) ~,i”V-‘) @ vi”(‘u), (22) 
I 
and for the associated g.d.o.‘s: 
DP(Y) = c &P(Y) ,iV) 63 qtlq DQ(Y) = c &“Pu) 9JiQ(Y) 63 Tip(y) 
z t 
(22’) 
with Ai” = &Q 
Using the product decompositions (4), (4’) and the polar representations 
(22), we then obtain for any f E 2’~~): 
D”(y, @)f = T,?(Y) (TpQ(@)f) = Ttzp(Y) c m (ft dV9) @V) 
= c m ( f, %“(@)) TQ~(YY) %'(@) (23) 
and 
D”(Ul, @)f = TqpW) (TD*(@)f ) = 1 ~GV’) (Tp’(@)f, at”(Y)) Pi’(Y) 
= T h”(y) (f, T,W) %“(Y)) vip(Y), (237 
where we have used the relation Fp~(@) = (T,p(@))* (I-Theorem 9). 
Finally, we can also write 
D”W, @)f = 2 a”(y) VW) (Tj”(@)> m’y)) (f, %“(@)) Pi”(‘y)- (24) 
i,? 
Thus, we have: 
THEOREM 3. The transition density operator DP(Y, a), p = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, 
admits the following representations: 
Dp(K @) = c l/h”(@) ( Tqp(y) qi”(@)) 63 q%“(Q) (25) 
t 
D”(Y, @> = C m. vi”(y) 63 (Tp’(@) qi”(y)> (257 
1 
DP(??‘, @) = C l/&“(Y) X,“(Q) ($JJ’(@), ai”( VP(Y) @ gj”(@). 
i.i 
(25”) 
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We should note that (25)-(25”) are not polar representations, but simply 
cross-operator representations. Because they make more explicit the rela- 
tions between P(Y, @) and the structural elements, proper values and proper 
functions, of the g.d.o.‘s associated with Y and @, they will be quite helpful 
when we consider specific illustrative examples in a later paper. 
Here we simply remark that (25) (or 25”) imply that the range of DP(Y, @) 
is necessarily contained in the range of T,p(Y) = range of DP(Y): 
R(DP(Y, CD)) c R(T*P(Y)) EG R(DP(Y)). (26) 
A further question arises naturally, namely whether the proper values 
and proper functions of [P(Y, @)I which appear in the polar representation 
of P(Y, @) are related in any simple manner to those of the density operators 
DP, Dq associated with Y and @. We shall return to this question in a second 
paper. 
We conclude this section by giving the equivalent of I-Theorem 17, i.e., 
a representability theorem for the t.d.o.‘s when no symmetry restrictions are 
imposed on the wave functions. 
THEOREM 4. Every nonsymmetric operator AP of the trace class on NtP, 
such that T(AP) < 1 is a pth order transition density operator, i.e., is derivable 
according to Definition I from an orderedpair of elements Y(x, y), @(x, y) E J&j, 
and conversely 
PROOF. Since Ap is in the trace class, it is C.C. and has a polar representa- 
tion 
with kernel 
and, by assumption, 
We set 
(27) 
A”(x, x’) = c /L;&)(X) $5:(x’), (28) 
I 
T(AP) =&.Q’< 1. (29) 
o<d=l-&~<l. (30) 
Consider now the two expressions 
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and 
@h, y) = c 1/q q+“‘(X) giQ’(y) + Gl b(x) h(y) I 
with II 44 II = II 44 II = 1, II g(y) II = II 49 II = 1 and where WW) 
is any o.n. set of elements in J’6ta, . It is always possible to choose the two 
elementsg(y), h(y) E .%c,, to be orthogonal to each other and also orthogonal to 
xi 2/cLip#‘)(~) &J(y) and C, 1/~~~P’(x) gp’(y), respectively; these last 
elements being considered as elements in .%?tQ, by fixing X. We can easily 
verify then that we have 
and 
II !JJ II = II @ II = 1 
DP(Y, @ 1 X, x’) = A”(x, x’) (almost everywhere); 
i.e., that the given operator An can be obtained as the pth order transition 
density operator associated with the pair of wave functions Y, Cp constructed 
above. The converse was established in Theorem 1 and Lemma 4. 
4. MEASURES OF SEPARATION OF STATES 
Lemma 4 is significant in that it provides a measure of the separation 
between two states Y and @ independent of any basis. This measure is a 
complex number which lies within or on the unit circle in the complex plane. 
The use of the traces t and 7, which appear in the lemma as the “natural” 
ones to adopt as measures of separation of states in the density operator 
framework, can be justified as follows. 
Let X be an infinite dimensional Hilbert space and SY the Banach space of 
all linear continuous operators on 9. Denote by V the subspace of all com- 
pletely continuous operators. The conjugate (or dual) spaces (i.e., the spaces 
of bounded linear functionals) of a and V are denoted by 9P and V*, 
respectively, while that of the trace class (TC) is denoted by (TC)*. If A is a 
fixed linear continuous operator and T varies in (TC), then t(TA) exists and 
represents a bounded linear functional on (TC) with bound equal to /I A Ij . 
Furthermore, every bounded linear functional on (TC) sayf(T) is of the form 
t(TA) for all T E (TC). The bound offis equal to 11 A I/ , and (TC)* is equivalent 
to a. It is a standard proof to show also that %‘* is equivalent to (TC). Thus, 
if we seek only those bounded linear functionals F(B), B E B such that 
F(B) = t(TB), T E (TC) then they consist of the functionals in the subspace 
of @* defined by the canonical (or natural) imbedding of (TC) in (TC)**. All 
409/16/3-7 
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this, of course, is well known [Ref. 3, p. 50; Ref. 4, p. 76 (abstract kernel 
theorem); see also Ref. 5, p. 151, but it serves to point up that intuitive or 
heuristically concocted measures on physical systems should be compatible 
with the underlying mathematical structure. Moreover, these measures should 
be either directly calculable or capable of being estimated. The second part 
of Lemma 4 highlights the latter statement since 7 (D(Y, CD)) is the bound 
for t(P(Y, @)). 
Some further remarks regarding the role of the space of completely con- 
tinuous operators in contrast with the subspace (w) are pertinent here. Again, 
when A? is an injnite dimensional Hilbert space it can be shown that the 
solid unit sphere of 9 has no extreme points (in the language of convex sets) 
and this result together with the Krein-Milman theorem implies that ‘t: 
is not the conjugate space of any Banach space [Ref. 3, p. 501. All of this 
shows that the trace class is meaningful in studying the transition density 
operator and the class of completely continuous operators provides the 
vehicle just as in the case of the density operators for the pure state. The 
essential difference is that in studying the transition between two states via 
the density operator we are led to adopt a complex valued functional (mea- 
sure). But in both cases, i.e., the pure state and the transition “state,” the 
functional is identified with the trace of the associated density operator. 
The following result is not only of interest but will prove useful in the 
study of the evolution of a quantum mechanical system and in the construc- 
tion of rigorous perturbation methods. 
Since the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators is a Hilbert space, a direct 
application of the polarization identity yields 
Re t(P’(Y, @)) = Re (T:(Y), T,‘(a)) = Re (T:*(Y), T:*(Q)) 
= Re ( Tqp(Y), T,W)) 
and 
9mt(P(Y, CD)) = - 9m( T,*(Y), To@)), 
therefore 
t(LP(Y, @)) = Re (T,p(Y), T,p(@)) - 9m( Top(Y), T,p(@)) = t(D’*(Y, Cp)) 
From the second part of Lemma 4 we have immediately 
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5. SYSTEMS OF IDENTICAL PARTICLES 
We conclude the first part of this study of the t.d.o.‘s by giving some imme- 
diate supplementary characterizations of D(Y, CD) when both wave functions 
Y and @ are either symmetric (bosons) or antisymmetric (fermions). The 
notation will be the same as in II. 
THEOREM 5. The elements *i’, yip appearing in the polar representation 
of DP(Y, @) are of the same symmetry type as the pair of associated wave func- 
tions, i.e., they belong to &“&, (resp. AF’~~,) if Y and Q, belong both to Sf,,, 
@SP* &ta,). 
The proof is the same as the ones of II-Theorem 3, and the remarks fol- 
lowing that theorem also apply here. 
THEOREM 6. The proper values pi”(Y, @) of [D*(Y, @)I satisfy the inepua- 
lities 
(k = 0, l,...,p) 
if Y and Q, are fermion wave functions, and the inequalities 
(h = 0, l,...,p) 
if Y and @ are boson wave functions where (see II) 
%ty I VipViq) = tA9+kP)i “ty) pliq(Y)~ Vi”Cyu) %q(y)) 
B7JY I 9ipViq) = (s9+kcPip(y) %q(y), %“P) %q(y)>7 
and similarly for @. 
(31) 
(32) 
PROOF. (31), (32) follow immediately from (12) and (II-Theorem 11). 
COROLLARIES. Let Y and Q, be two fermion wave functions. Then we have 
6) pLiP(Y, @> d -!- 
!I+1 
P+q=n (33) 
(ii> hpty, @) < A”(n) d +- [l + r$’ (t) (” 25 p, A2s(n - p)] 
0 
(34) 
P 
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and in particular 
PROOF. These bounds follow directly from (12), (32), and the bounds 
given in II for fermion proper values (II-Eqs. (26), (29), (30)). 
The above additional characterization of the t.d.o.‘s associated with pairs 
of wave functions of specific symmetry is not a complete characterization and 
the representability problem in this case is still open. 
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown that the principal properties of the transition density 
operators follow directly by a systematic application of the cross operator. 
Only the simplest and most direct consequences have been listed here. The 
essential difference between the t.d.o.‘s and the g.d.o.‘s is the loss of positivity 
in the former. However, the t.d.o.‘s belong to the trace class and have an 
associated complex valued trace which is bounded in absolute value by 1. 
By using an alternative characterization of the trace norm (see appendix) 
together with the product decomposition of the t.d.o.‘s, it is shown that the 
trace norm is also bounded by 1. 
The representability problem for the t.d.o.‘s is posed when no symmetry 
restrictions are imposed on the wave functions and the results are given in 
Theorem 4. When symmetry restrictions are imposed the representability 
problem is open as in the case of the g.d.o.‘s. However, we conjecture here 
that the solution in the case of the t.d.o.‘s will contain that of the g.d.o.‘s. 
Finally, it is anticipated that more complete studies on the structure and 
representation of the t.d.o.‘s will prove to be useful in the study of the 
evolution of a quantum mechanical system and in the development of per- 
turbation methods. These will be the object of our further studies. 
AI'PENDIX 
The trace norm of an operator A E (TC) was defined earlier as the trace of 
the positive definite operator [A]. An alternative definition is given by the 
following theorem [Ref. 4, Theorem 9, p. 47 ffJ: 
k--l k-1 
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where the supremum is taken over all orthonormal systems of vector {fk}, 
{gk} in the space X. 
If we recall that every operator of the trace class can be written as the pro- 
duct of two operators in the Schmidt class, e.g., 
A = C*B, 
we can obtain very directly from (*) an upper bound on 7(/l) in terms of 
the Schmidt norms m(B), u(C) of the operators B, C E (UC). 
LEMMA. Let A E (TC) and have the product decomposition A = C*B; 
then 
44) ,G o(B) u(C) (**) 
PROOF. We have successively 
~(4 = sup $ I (& > gk) I = sup i I (Bfk , %) I 
1 
< sup 2 II Bf,c II II Cg, II < sup (t II Bfx llp)1’2 (f II Cg, l/9)1’2 
1 1 1 
using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality twice. Since by definition 
u(B) = o(B*) = (; II Bfrc ll,jli2 
independently of the chosen basis, we obtain directly (**). 
The last inequality in Lemma 4, Eq. (19), follows immediately from the 
above lemma and the product decomposition (4); we have 
+qK q < u( T**(y)) u(~g4@)) = 1 
since u(T,p(?P)) = 1 Y I = 1 by definition. 
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